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Cllrs Kevin and Nicky Gale are
very concerned with a large
section of pavements on Blount
Terrace. A number of residents
have contacted your Conservative
Team to highlight large sections
of uneven and worn pavements.

Kevin said, “We have raised this
issue with Highways and have
requested that large sections
of pavement are completely
resurfaced. We will keep
residents updated”.

New Pavements Needed
on Blount Terrace

Cllrs Nicky and Kevin Gale are still
concerned at the growing levels
of litter and fly tipping on the Rifle
Range. Litter and household
goods such as white goods, T.Vs
and furniture are regularly being
dumped, creating an eye-sore
for local residents.
Nicky said, “Unfortunately litter
and fly tipping on the Rifle Range

continues to be a real problem.
We are regularly contacting
WFDC and CHG to remove
bulky items that have been
dumped. It’s a growing
problem and many residents
are not happy with a few
people dumping their bulky
litter on the Rifle Range”.

Litter on the Rifle Range

Nathan is delighted that Highways have confirmed the
additional funding to secure a crossing on Sutton
Road. The works are due to commence over the
summer.

Councillor Nathan Desmond,
together with County Councillor
Tracey Onslow for the St. Johns
Division are delighted to
announce that they have
secured the necessary
funding to get a new,
dedicated pedestrian crossing
installed on Sutton Road,
close to Brinton Park.

Both Nathan and Tracey are
committing £22k each from
their devolved Highways
budgets to make this project
happen. Highways have now
agreed that they will fund the
difference which is expected to
be around £40k. Many

residents over the years have
raised this important issue, to
request that a safe pedestrian
route over to Brinton Park is
provided across a busy road.

Nathan said, “To finally get the
money approved for this
important project is brilliant
news, local residents will be
delighted. A pedestrian
crossing on Sutton Road is
long overdue and a real must
for pedestrian safety”.

It is anticipated that the new
pedestrian crossing will be
installed during the summer
period.

Funding Approved For New Crossing
on Sutton Road

Litter and fly-tipping on the Rifle Range continues to blight our
community, causing distress to the residents

Large sections of Blount Terrace pavement have been
reported for urgent resurfacing works.

Restore PRIDE in our District by removing the CHAOS of the
Labour, Green and Independent controlled council
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Work request for the worn
pavement has been submitted to
Highways

Your Conservative Team have listened
to concerns of local residents on Sutton
Park Road and on the Silverwoods
estate by having Speed Activated Signs
installed to warn speeding motorists.
Residents have become concerned about
the growing amount of speeding traffic on
these two roads and both Nathan and
Kevin have acted quickly to get speeds
signs installed, which have had a positive
effect on reducing speeds Other roads to
have the speed activated sign over the
coming months, will be Goldthorn Road,
Wilden Lane and Hoo Road.
Nathan said, “Residents have let us know
that speeding is still an problem on
certain roads such as Silverwoods Way,
Sutton Park Road, Hoo Road and
Goldthorn Road and we are working to
tackle this by having speed activated
signs installed”. Residents have raised speeding concerns across the ward and the local team

have responded with the installation of several speed activated signs

Follow us on Facebook: @hoobrookmatters / cllrnathandesmond / conservatives4wyreforest / markrtgarnier

Tackling Speed Across The Ward

Cllrs Nathan Desmond
and Nicky Gale are
delighted to announce
that Highways have
confirmed that new
drains and gullies will
be installed on the
pedestrian crossing on
Stourport Road to stop
the flooding.
Currently the pedestrian
crossing floods when it
rains heavy and many

residents have
complained to your
Conservative Team. Both
Nathan and Nicky have
been pushing Highways
for well over 12 months
to get a long term
solution. Highways have
now confirmed that extra
drains and a new gully
will be installed some
time in the first quarter of
2023.

Your local team are delighted to confirm that drains and
gullies will be installed early 2023 at the pedestrian crossing
to reduce flooding

New Drains Confirmed
For Stourport Road


